PeeringDB Issues board

Google Meet

PC Todo list

2022-09-08 Start: 15:30 UTC End: 16:30 UTC
Participants: Yan, Matt, Martin, Steve, Pete, Leo, Arnold
●
●

NANOG in LA - anyone planning to attend?
○ Leo, Matt, Marty, Pete, Steve
Github issues needing review:

Main agenda
● Can we reach a consensus on adding campus and landlord data to facility information,
as per #1110?
○ Consensus on a campus being defined by an inter-building x-connect being
available with the same ease as an intra-building x-connect
○ Create a higher level object owned by an organization into which they can drop
their own facility objects
○ Leo Vegoda to create a new issue to handle the Landlord issue, which is
separate from the campus discussion
● How to move forward on #801 (Add certifications/compliance) (AN) which is at 3a
● New issues in Github (can we reach agreement?
Number

Title

Summary

#1218

PeeringDB Usage Data

Add a tool to automatically collect usage
data and help us identify where we need
to make improvements

#1219

Optimize Cacheing

Make it easier for users and third-parties
to distribute PeeringDB data and make
use of it

#1221

Set Secure Headers in
PeeringDB Web Application

Implement Strict-Transport-Security,
Content-Security-Policy,
X-Content-Type-Options,
X-XSS-Protection headers in Django
(note: code developed in private branch)

#1225

Evaluate ways to reduce
operational costs

Produce an analysis of options for
managing operational costs

Consent Agenda

✅
✅
✅
✅

Consent Finalized

Non-contentious issues that can be agreed in a single vote. Members can ask for an issue to be
placed on the main agenda if they want it to have more discussion.
Number

Title

Summary

#1220

API requests with invalid
Authentication headers should
notify users in some way.

Help users know when their API key fails
to authenticate

#1223

Invalid data (in choice fields)
found via API

Some objects have fields in which
content is chosen from a valid list of
choices. However some records contain
choices that are not in the actual list.

#1226

Add a "Delete Affiliation"
button/option to the profile

Users cannot remove themselves from
an organization

#1227

User Profile: Sort language
select input with user's locale

A Pull Request from Daniel Van Allen to
improve user interface language

#1228

Change "Resul length" to
"Result length"

Simple typo

#1229

Add field
ixf_ixp_import_enabled to
object ixlan

This field can be written to but not read.
Looks like a bug.

#1234

Transition from lgtm.com
before the service ends

lgtm.com was bought by GitHub and the
old service will be ended to transition
users to their internal code scanning
service

✅
✅
✅
✅
✅
✅
✅

Consent Finalized

Informational
No action required. Members should be aware that these new issues have been agreed since
the last meeting.
Number

Title

Summary

Ready for
Implementation?

#1224

Internal admins only: console
504 time-out bug for ix history

When a PeeringDB Admin browses to
https://www.peeringdb.com/cp/peeringdb
_server/internetexchange/13/history/ or
other IXes, the result after a while is 504
Gateway Time-out.

✅

AOB
Discussed how to locate IXPs within a state and noted that a broader search change could
address this and other issues without causing data model problems.

